AUTHENTIC, ORGANIC
AND WILD
Guaranteed authenticity and unmatched purity are
Nature’s Sunshine’s ultimate measure for all our
essential oils. As a result, many of our oils also
qualify for additional designations like Certified
Organic, organically grown and wild-harvested.

NATURE’S POWER
Made from the aromatic essence of plants,
essential oils have the power to cleanse the
body and rejuvenate and elevate the mind. Only
Nature’s Sunshine is wholly committed to making
our full line of essential oils as absolutely pure,
authentic and genuine as Mother Nature herself.

AUTHENTIC
ESSENTIAL OILS
THE WAY NATURE INTENDED

NSP ensures the authenticity and integrity of
our oils, with the ability to trace each bottle back
to the exact distiller, farmer and even plant from
which the oil originated. The true power and value
of an essential oil lies in its purity. And this is our
promise: every bottle of essential oil is absolutely
pure…down to the last drop.

Organic Oils: Certified Organic oils are officially
recognized by the National Organic Program,
the same level of certification used for USDA
Organic labeling. This means that oils are
produced sustainably, without the use of synthetic
pesticides or chemical fertilizers.
Organically Grown Oils: NSP scours the globe
to find the highest quality plant sources. Hence,
our oils often come from small, family-owned
farms in developing regions as remote as Tunisia
or Madagascar. While these farms follow organic
cultivation practices, they simply cannot meet
the high costs of Organic certification. We list
oils that come from these farms as ‘organically
grown.’ Botanical supply experts inspect sites
to ensure that organic practices are in place
and, as with all our oils, third party and in-house
GC/MS testing verifies the materials are pure and
free of contaminants like chemical pesticides,
herbicides, fertilizers or other adulterants.
Wild-Harvested Oils: Wild-harvested oils come
from plants growing as they are found in nature.
Untamed, free and natural, these plants are
watered by the rain and nourished by the soil and
sun. They are untouched by the hands of man
until harvest time.
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SCENT FAMILIES
Although essential oils have been used since ancient times for spiritual, cleansing and ceremonial purposes,
the study of aromatherapy is relatively new, dating back to the early 1900s. When faced with the vast array of
aromatic notes provided by the plant kingdom, early aromatherapists simplified and categorized oils by scent.
NSP follows a variation of the Scent Family system, organizing our oils into six groups that have common
aromatic elements: Citrus, Herbal, Floral, Spice, Wood and Cool.

CITRUS SCENT FAMILY

FLORAL SCENT FAMILY

Citrus essential oils’ fresh, crisp and tangy scent uplifts
and elevates.

Lovely, rich and complex, floral oils calm, clarify, nurture
and reassure.

Citrus Oils: Lemon, Pink Grapefruit, Bergamot, Red Mandarin

Floral Oils: Organic Lavender, Organic Geranium, Organic
Ylang Ylang, Jasmine, Rose, Organic Neroli, Roman
Chamomile, Organic Helichrysum

WOOD SCENT FAMILY
Woodsy, rich, robust and luxurious, these oils center,
elevate and harmonize.
Wood Oils: Organic Frankincense, Wild Myrrh, Sandalwood

ESSENTIAL OIL BLENDS
These blends were specially formulated with oils that
work together to evoke specific moods and mindsets as
well as address particular needs.
Oil Blends: INSPIRE Uplifting, CORE Balancing, BREATHE
DEEP, REFUGE Calming, RECOVER Soothing, CHANGES
Women’s Health ESSENTIAL SHIELD, Tei-Fu® Soothing

COOL SCENT FAMILY
HERBAL SCENT FAMILY
The rich, hearty and earthy notes of herbaceous oils
balance, soothe and brighten.
Herbal Oils: Wild Oregano, Wild Sweet Thyme, Sweet
Marjoram, Patchouli, Lemongrass, Clary Sage

SPICE SCENT FAMILY
Spice oils’ warm, spicy and rich aromas stimulate,
motivate and fortify.
Spice Oils: Cinnamon Leaf,
Clove Bud

Cool oil scents are fresh, minty, clean and crisp, which
mean they can stimulate, refresh and invigorate.
Cool Oils: Tea Tree, Peppermint, Eucalyptus, Pine Needle,
Wild Rosemary

RECOMMENDED USES
Essential oils may be used aromatically or topically
in a variety of ways, including diffusers, massage,
compresses, baths, scrubs, lotions and sprays. Check
each oil for recommended use and warnings as some
oils may cause skin sensitivity or photosensitivity.

COMPLEMENTARY
PRODUCTS
Flower Essences, Nature’s Fresh Enzyme Spray,
Nebulizing Diffuser, Aroma Ball Plug-in Diffuser

